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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which three steps are included in Discipline 3, Develop Interim Containment Actions, of the 8D
Troubleshooting Methodology? (Choose three.)
A. Develop immediate controlled actions to isolate the problem
B. Develop a hypothesis based on the outcome of the various controlled actions and the
system's reactions.
C. Try actions that bypass the issue, like creating a work-around for temporary restoral of
service.
D. Evaluate systems and components
E. Implement protections
Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Referring to the diagram provided for this question, an employee brought an unauthorized
AP from home, but did not attach it to the LAN infrastructure. The APs are in the VLANs as
shown in the diagram. Only AP1 is within RF range of the employee AP.
By default, how will the Aruba system classify the employee's AP?
A. a valid workstation
B. a Rogue AP
C. an AP
D. an Interfering AP
E. an AM
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Port numbers are used to keep track of different conversations crossing the network at the
same time. Both TCP and UDP use port (socket) numbers to pass information to the upper
layers. Port numbers have the assigned ranges.

Port numbers above 1024 are considered which one of the following?
A. Dynamically assigned port numbers
B. Statically assigned port numbers
C. Well-known port numbers
D. Unregistered port numbers
Answer: C
Explanation:
Reference:http://stackoverflow.com/questions/136709/what-port-number-should-i-usewhen-t
esting-connections-in-my-local-intranet-in(see post 4)
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